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What got us here…
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90% FEDERALLY FUNDED

FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY ACT 
(1956)



We built 26 thousand miles of highways in 15 years. 

Interstate highway system

26,000 MILES IN 15 YEARS



Associated funding 
programs and 
policy framework 
resulted in the 
network of state 
roads 

LED TO STATE ROADWAY 
SYSTEMS



THAT BECAME “MAIN STREET”
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Peak Hour Design Approach 
(1965)
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Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia 1920’s
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Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia 1920’s



Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia 2023
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Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia 2023



We are a car-dependent culture by 
design, and with that comes 

consequences.

Lots of pavement contributes to…























Better Options?



Water Infrastructure Improvement Act (2019)

Green Infrastructure is “the range of 
measures that use plant or soil systems, 
permeable pavement or other permeable 
surfaces or substrates, stormwater harvest and 
reuse, or landscaping to store, infiltrate, or 
evapotranspirate stormwater and reduce flows 
to sewer systems or to surface waters."



Green Infrastructure/Leveraging ROW

Pervious Surfaces
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Smart Growth America

Complete Streets are streets for everyone. It 
is an approach to planning, designing, building, 
operating, and maintaining streets that enables 
safe access for all people who need to use 
them, including pedestrians, bicyclists, 
motorists and transit riders of all ages and 
abilities.
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Works for Users of All Types, Ages, and Abilities
Transit Bicyclists Mobility Devices

Vision Disabilities Children



Model Street Types and Selection Guidance



Empty bus/bike 
lane/sidewalk picture



Beyond the ribbon-cutting



Association for Commuter Transportation

Transportation Demand Management is the use of 
strategies to inform and encourage people to maximize 
the efficiency of our transportation systems; leading to 
improved mobility, reduced congestion, and lower carbon 
emissions. TDM strategies are deployed by public and 
private sector organizations dedicated to providing a 
better journey for everyone.





Do We Need Cars for Every Trip?

 60% of trips are 5 miles or less.
 WFH impacts
 Poor land use and hostile roads 

make some of these trips impossible 
or dangerous via any mode except 
by car. 

Source: Department of Energy, 2021



Reemphasize Carpooling?



E-bikes



For your consideration

 How will we better leverage existing ROW?
 What is our commitment to the maintenance of green 

infrastructure?
 Can we begin to think (and fund) beyond the ribbon cuttings?
 What modes should get priority? What is the proper mode 

balance?
 What is the future of transit?
 Are E-bikes a game changer?
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